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RAPID INSIGHT GENERATOR  
 

A (r)evolutionary software service for the web  

 

Imagine being able to look at the data that emanates from global stock markets not only at the 

same time, but in the same window. Imagine being able to compare how not only the Dow Jones is 

doing in London, Frankfurt, New York and Tokyo but all other indices, all in the same window!  
 

What new insights might you be getting from being able to see trends of global data and their 

interrelationships? What new conclusions could you maybe come to? What decisions would you 

possibly take differently? That’s what the tool we’re proposing can do for you: give you new data 

views for creative insights and new measures to support your decision making processes.  
 

The Rapid Insight Generator can be applied to visualize all sorts of global data: whether financial, 

economic or scientific. It can even be used to forecast such data. And it can do that over any time 

interval. Furthermore, our forecasting engine can learn from past forecasts and thus adapt its results 

to its data sets. 
 

Too good to be true? Our ‘proof of concept’ software has been used extensively and has been 

applied to many different kinds of data over many years. It demonstrates innovative software 

methods that, combined with visualization techniques from the games industry, will result in the 

Rapid Insight Generator.  
 

The next stage consists in black boxing the core processes so that different applications can be built 

for the web: 
 

 Global Market Data 

o Indices, Shares, Commodities, Currencies 

 

 Global Economic Indicators  

o GDP, Inflation, Economic Growth 

 

 Global Climate Data  

o Temperatures, CO2 emissions, Sea level measurements 

 

Besides embedding them into our own web services, black boxes can be licensed for use by 

software vendors.  
 

The Business Model is thus multi-levelled: income streams are derived from subscribers directly as 

well as from companies who require their own server installation, and software companies that 

want to benefit from the functionality that we are providing: tackling complex data from any origin 

and visualizing it such that you gain new insights. Seeing relationships and correlations that, so far, 

no other software has been able to reveal on screen, is the basis for a new decision support tool.  
 

For further information, please contact Sabine K McNeill on sabine@3dmetrics.co.uk  
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